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National / AZON Announces Distribution Agreement with Graphic Finishing Partners
Troy, Michigan – March 5th , 2014 – National / AZON Equipment today announced that it has agreed to a national

distribution arrangement for the full product line of Graphic Finishing Partners (Gfp), a leader in mounting and
laminating systems for finishing wide format documents.
“This relationship furthers our ability to provide our resellers nationwide with high quality, reliable finishing systems and
supplies that help drive their sales and increase profitability over the lifecycle of the product. In addition, Gfp systems
are a perfect fit for our future product line expansion plans” states Rich Gigl, VP Sales & Marketing at National / AZON.
Gfp Systems afford easy operation for novice and experienced users alike. Features include: ergonomic digital controls,
auto grip supply shafts, swing-out loading shafts for easy loading, adjustable pressure and speed settings, manual nip
adjustment, a foot switch, full safety systems, and a sturdy frame with casters. Gfp Systems operate on standard, 115
VAC, 20-Amp, electrical service and are C.E. certified.
“National / AZON came highly recommended to us and I have no doubt they will provide a high level of product
expertise, sales success and service coverage,” said Bob Pryor, Partner at Graphic Finishing Partners. “National / AZON’s
status as the number one reseller of Canon iPF wide format printer and MFP systems in North America will make it
possible to increase product placements into the valuable reprographic, signage and specialty graphics markets.”
For Gfp system pricing, availability, product specifications and marketing materials, please visit the reseller portal of
azonequipment.com or call 800-260-0839 to speak with a product specialist.

About Graphic Finishing Partners LLC (Gfp)
Gfp opened in 2009 in response to the growing need for more affordable, yet high quality, finishing products. Its mission
is to provide the tools shops need to produce profitable results. Gfp offers laminating equipment and supplies through
dealers nationwide.

About National / AZON Equipment

National / AZON is an industry leader in the manufacturing, coating and conversion of wide-format media for inkjet,
solvent, LED and reprographic equipment and processes. With manufacturing, sales and distribution facilities across
North America, National / AZON has continuously expanded and innovated to meet the ever changing needs of the
technical print and graphics market. With an intense focus on customer satisfaction, National / AZON has gained a
nationwide presence in the marketplace and will continue to support the principle of reseller only sales to the print for
pay and graphics industry.
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